Last updated: 08 08 21
Terms and Conditions for Workshops and Courses at Watermark Gallery
Event Fees
To book a confirmed place on a workshop or course at Watermark Gallery the full cost of
the event must be paid in advance.
Workshop fees include a deposit of £25 which is non-refundable in the event of a
cancellation by the customer.
Cancellation Policy
In the event that Watermark Gallery needs to cancel a workshop or course, the total cost of
the event will be refunded to the customer, to the bank account used in the initial booking.
In the event that a customer needs to cancel a booking, please do let Watermark Gallery
know as soon as possible via email events@watermarkgallery.co.uk.
•
•

Events that are cancelled by a customer 6 weeks or more before the course date will
be refunded in full, less the non-refundable admin deposit of £25.
Events that are cancelled by a customer less than 6 weeks before the course will still
incur the full course fee unless we can find a replacement to fill the place.

It is possible to swap places with someone, or to allow another person to take up a place on
one of our workshops or courses. To do this we do require confirmation by email giving the
full contact details for the person taking the place.
Workshop Times
Please read the course information on our website carefully. Usually our day workshops
start at 10am and finish at 4pm. We usually break for a 45 minute lunch break at a time to
suit the tutor and course participants on the day. Please arrive at least 15 minutes before
the start of the course on day one.
Materials
Unless otherwise stated, all course materials needed for completing a workshop will be
provided by the tutor and are included in the course fees. If you require additional materials
(e.g. clay for ceramics) it may be possible to buy direct from the tutor on the day.

Lunch and refreshments
Course fees include a cold buffet lunch (sandwiches and or quiche and salad) which will be
provided at a local cafe close to the gallery. We also include morning and afternoon
refreshments (tea, coffee, biscuits) on each day. Please confirm by email if you have any
special dietary requirements that we need to be aware of.
Accommodation
If you are travelling from afar and need a place to stay, please do ask us for advice and
recommendations. We have a special rate with The Crown Hotel opposite the gallery.
Directions and Parking
For information on how to reach Watermark Gallery, where to park and accessibility please
refer to our contact page here.
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